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The text for this article is taken from,the Guiness Book of Records.

It is said that there was a boy (prOffebly from Edinburgh) who dtidn't like

the book.about Australia that his mother had brought up for bedtime reading.,

"Mutiny ", he complained, "Why difi you bring that book

which I, didn't want to be read to out of from about

Down Under up for?"

ThiS lad was, clearly a ieluctant'reader. Of course, there are

reluctant readers in Australia too. The first immigrants to South Australia
.

a'rrived from England in 1836 on board the Buffalo. Two years lat a
1

15
school opened on North Terrace, Adelaide. In his first report on 1st

ft

July 1838, the head:teacher, aptly-named Mr. ShephArdson, newly recruited
4

from England, wrote of his 57 charges:

Ten children well and read words of two letters.

Nine children spell and read words of three letters.
Nine children spell and read words of four letters.
Six children spell and read words of five letters.
'fen children spell and read words of two syllables.
Seven children spell and read words of three syllables.

.Eleven children spell and read almost every word.
(Quoted in Giles 1975 p. 7)

I

Towards a pulticulturel society

Sin* l.36 there have been continding waves of immigration and it

is the changed pattern of:these in recent years that poses, at least in

Australia, one of, the most pressing issues for reading teaching in the

eighties: A manor report to, the Australian Government (Galbally 1978)

opens with the statement: .

We bglieve Australia is at a Critical stage in the

development of 0...cohesive, nunited, multicultural nation

(Galbally 108, p. 3)

Another educational comment
j
tor notes:

, The task of making a success of a multicultural society

in Australia is,a oriticallone, probably the' most critical

1 it.faces,..and4t will require action on political, economic
$

. .
and culfurarfronts,'as well as educational. For the

' education sysiem,it will provide its most challe4ing

task In the deCade ahead...
(Bassett 1980; p. 78)... '

I

This article examines-some of the dimek nsions of the educational

tasR and then focuses on certain implications for reading teachers,

especially.as these relate to assessing teadipg and language competence

and determining the reading difficulty of curriculum materials, both
. ,e.

, rEnglish and non-English.

-
1.
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So that the educational task to be faced may be s6en`as part of a

wider context, let me highlight a few features of Down Under.

Some features of.Down Under .
141,,

4

.,$

, For Olose who may Know little of Down Under, I could say that Auqtralia

is the smareak;-Oldest, drxest,and flattest of the'world's six continents.

*Although the smallest continent:, itis one of the largest countries and

most of western Europe would fit comfirtably within it. Although the

oldest continent- (Aboriginal remains date at 30,000-40,000 ear B.C.),

European settlement dates back 'less than 200 years. Much of Australia

is dry and hot: thg discharge of all the nation's rivers into thp,§ea,.
,

/1

for example, is only one-tenth that of the,Amazion: and,the tow nship of
*.

Marble Bar on the edge of the Great Sandy Desert (which lies to the north .'I
of the Gib-sonDesert and the Great Victenr;p,Deser't, just up from the

. Mull;bor Plain) holds a world record for 160 consecutlye days of 'above,

century temperatures. Yet to the'east*of these great deserts Labout i6

km or sa'are the Australian Alps which, in winter, contain snow/ie

larger than all of Switzerland. Most of the rest of the country is
'

relatively flat, so much so that another strange world record is for the

IoAgest section of straight,track - almost 500 km across the Nuliabor

(appropriately named for there are'nd'tiees):

The features I wish to hi%hlight, however, are demographib rather

than geogragilio. Although one of the world's most sparsely populated

countries, AUstralia is one of the most urbinisedk(86 per-cent'being

classified as urban); Wo-thirds of the countyypopulation'liye in 'the

capital cities; nearly one in every two Australians live in either Sydney

or Melbourne. Other demographic features, that have'a bearing on what
. . .

is to follow, are that one-fifth of Australi4ig population was born over-
,

seas and a further fifth .was bop to foreign-bprn parents. (Australian

Students and their Schools 1979). In the seventies the pattern of migration

. .

Changed markddly with migral3ts from Europe falling from 70 to 40 per cent

while at the same time there was an increase in (nigrdtioh from the Mlddle .

1

East, Asia and South America (dalbally 1978). The result today isithat

X.-

iii eighty per cent of the nation's schools there are some'children fork
/.

whom English is.not the native language, ih some schools there are nearer

. eighty per cent of children of m4gradt background. A further feature not

widely.known is that Melbourne low ranks as the third largest Greek city ;

.

- /

in the world (be

largest Greek

I

ind Athens'and New York), and Sydhey in the wokldes.fourth
.,

ity. 111.t
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The educational challengesi
.

The educational challenge arising from ;the
cchanging

demographic

pattern begins to emerge from consideration-of the findings olsome recent
,

. p

tstudies on student performance, teachers' background and curricUlum
,k ,

materials.dvaluation. ,
.

. Y.,
.

'Students' linguistic competence

. . The Australian Council for Educational Research published 15p first

. report on literacy and numeracy in Australian schools in 1976 (Keeves

a nd, Bourke 1976). One of the breakdowns reported-was according. o the

l anguage spoken in the home. At bOth the 10 and 14 year -old levels.

students coming from. homes where only En4lish was sp,ken or whete a

liorthern European language and English was spoken performed better on the.,

reading test items than did-students.from homes where other languages

were spoken. There was clear trend for students from homes were no

English at all was spoken to do less well friian students trom homes where--
a Southern European language- and English orianother language and Ehglj.sh

-

. was spoken. . iC .

.
4

.-
.

. . .

- The items of,lingtuistic competence found most difficult at the

10

. .

10 year-old level (with percentages :responding) were: °
. . 1

% correct

41.

"

'the rich.

No All 10

English Year-olds

In America a rich often buy very large-cars
rich

.4 is

The news were good today
are

,

.

At the 14 year-old level the second item above was 'still causipg

considerable difficulty for those where no English was spoken in the

I

p

69
.

88.

92

1.104 (.66 per cent correct) compared with 98 per cent correct for thZ total

cohort. The authors of the report conclude:

This evidence suggests that the difficulties which students
from foreign language backgrounds encounter in reading and
indeed in all their ,school learnin4'arise in part from
their lower level bf competence in using the English
language. Thosestuclents from homes where nb English is
spoken'would appear to be at a. marked disadvantage at tire
10 year-old level.but also clearly handicapped at the 14
year.lold level:

(Keevesaand Bourke l976f pp. 99-100).

N
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That the problem is not confined to school age only is confirmed
.

. by a literacy survey conducted in Sydney, (Doyen 1976). The majority of
.

.
.

functional illiterates was found to be among the older age groups and
-

,,
. , . .

4 i' among
,

those born in non-English speakj.ng countries. Of non-British

migrants, for example, 43.3 per cent, wer classified as functionally1t , c 1. %.. I.

illiterate compared with 3.7 per cent oti Epglishspeaking adults and

the .former percentage' does not include -those de6lining to take the test
. .

because of inadequate English.

.

Ethnic composition, rrteaching force

In a national survey'of teachers in Australian schools conducted by

the Australian College of Education(Basset1 198dy, it was reported that

89 per cent of Australian teachers were from homes whIre the native
a

language of both parents was English; only 8 per cent were from homes

where thp native' languages of neither parent was English. Most Australian

teachers (85 per cent) were born in Australia )nd 7 p'r cent were born

in-England. Bassett(1980) comments:

' Considering the inereased.cosmopo;itan character of
Australian society, and the present grdater stress on the.
learning of foreign laqguages, the homogeneous language
back ouna of Australian teachers suggested by these figures,
is a matter ,og some significance.

(Bassett 1980, p. 8)

pass& conei.0 es:

. In short, it could be said that there.is little.reflection
among (teachers) of the cultural diversity which now
exists in the general'population.

Bassett 1980; p. 78)
.

In another survey of user opinion of curriculum m aterials for teaching

English as a second language"(ESL), conducted across four Australian States
14 .

a

(Anderson 1981), teachets wer0 asked whbther they spoke any lan4uages
f

other thpi'English. Ampng primary ESL teachers, two-thirds responded in

'1
F

the negative;, at the secondary. level, the proportion claiming to speak

another language was predictably higher (60 er cent). ESL teachers,
f I c

however, might be expected Jae a selected roup as far as
%

knowled
g
e of

'
laeguag s is concerned.. It 41d seem reasonable to surmise that amOng

j Austra teachers
.

.

.

Ail t et large,the great majority.wotld be monolipgual.
., ...

Such'al conclusion isqin line with the daton place of birth reported by
4 '

i. ,,' . *

Baslett (1980) and. the generally declining level of foreign language

learning in Australian
IN

sthoc.ls (despite the current greater,stress). . .

.... .. .

This mismatch betwe4ben.the Language (and other) background of teachers
. Y

, ,'
.4J

and that of many students in schools is a matter ofconcerri4
" ...x

. .. .

. . ,.
.

. i i.

. .

'M I
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The subculture of ;any Students

The ethnic composition,in many of the nation's schools hajibeent

alluded to above. Wilson (19$0) , in describing what motivated her.tO

write a series of bilingual readers, says.of the largeiinner suburban
_..... _

- .school in Melbourne where she wasyice-Principal:,

Over 70% of the pupils-were of migrant origin, and each.
year over half of the beginner intake spoke no English
at all. The shall percentage of Australian mils was
frorti the low.socio-economic section of the community.
The largest single ethnic grouplwas Greek (40%) with
Italian rid Jugoslav children raking u the next two
largest groups... These children) Aust ali1en and migrant
together, shared a subculture. This w s the Culture
of an inner city area with noise, traffic, small homes,

- busy narrow streei-T, people of many nationalities( shops
with a great diversity of food,-a wide range of.music
literature end so on.. What a richness pf experience
these children, shared! Yet on school entry the richnebs
of this sub culture was not'a4knowledged.

(WilsOn 1980, p. 9)

#00
The piCuture Wilson (1980) describes is fairly typical'oCala AustraliaA

A

4

.cities. In'Adelaide, for example, if one were to draw a line through the .

- ity centre thereby dividing the city into north and south, one would find

that the ority of students sharing the subculture 1epicted by Wilson

live on the northern side; ros,t of their teachers live in the southern

`suburbs, commutin+o school daily. Not only is !)here a giant chasm'

between the languaghbeckgroundsbetween a-majority of teachers and a

-large proportion of their s tudents, the daily living experiences of the

. two groups differ vastly - and this I see is one oi the major issue's

facing educItion, and especially reading education, in the &Cade ahead.

.

"Supplement, suggeits that the problem does'not apply to A .tralia alone.

Curriculum materials mismatch I

Many of the activities of
.

schoels p7rpetuate.these differences
.

. .
.

between tea chers and students. Nowhere does this apply more than be '

reading curriculum materials wher \often reading books feature tidy,
A

..

//'.
well-mannered middle-class children from middle-class homes. This mismatch,

beautifully illubtrated in the following entractfror1 the T cationa

IV
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4 My nine is Wayne.

l'
My name is Sonia.

e . F My mother is.a cleaner in a posh house. '
, 1 Two kids live there.

%.
They are called Janet and John.

, They are a right pair of drips. ,

.

. They are always Booking by at aeroplanes, shouting
. .

F..

_,.. "Look, mumrtry.".
,...----..----

, . We think they Are rdund the twist.
e. TheYh'ave a dag'called Scot. .

' he

1 1 We have a dog called Tiger. le ,,,,,' ..--/-

----- Tiger ate Scat.
A--11-------John said, "ftught,uoggy ... _

I thumped John.
"

Sonia.slugged Janet.
. , Their ilothes diafiek-nut. . 4

My'mother fetched her.a right swipe., 4
Janet said, "Look John', Mummy is in the tree..

Look John". .

'Motherigot the boot.
Mother now vibrks'in the boozer.
She brings f7e samples from.work.

Emerging developments .

/

. .

To return t9 the text for this article, I would like to draw from
. 6

several works "out of from Down
.

Under" and try to present a flavour of

r .

some of the directions.reading research is taking: Following the frame-
.

,..., work above, discussed below are certain developments in the assessment
...

of reading comprehension and linguistic competence of ESL and =grant

students, curriculum development in the field of4SL, an' exploration's

in languages other than English to assess tetual difficulty.

New tests for-ESL andmigrant student--

There has been considerable research activity in Australia into the ti

use of gloze procedure in the ESL Context. I(thinIs it is true to say

that McLeod (cited in agiland 1972) first broOht cloze procedure to

the .attention of the British, research .community in an article in the

British Journal of Psychology in 1962. The Gapadol tebt (MtLeod and

Anderson 1972) was the first standardized test of reading comprehension
,

utilizing oloze procedure.

I

Another reading comprehension test, developed for second language

learners in the Pacific region, is the Cloze Reading Comprehension Test

f(Anderson 1976).
i

This test makes use of a modified for9tof cloze procedure.

That id, in the" test's caistruction all words 4,n'the.test passageS were

systematically deleted by czstructing different versions of the test ,
. .

using a fixed deletion system (5,10,1..,6,11,16 .etc.) and adMinistering

4 8

r
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these..to random groups.of.highly competent ESL readers. From item analysis IN
. .

those items, which re virtually redundant, to this group Qf readers were

identified and tqese constituted th final test items. The basis for the

test ;Oen is.' not that primary age ESL ;tudentg are compared with a
d .

standardized group of their age pliers (as i Era itional test theory) but
. .7,

rather they are compared against a high levet of reading competence'. Thus
.

Aio
the test measures in effect how far along the road to reading_competence-

4readers have yet to travel.
a

The Cloze Reading Comprehension test is a global measure of reading

comprehension. Another instrumed
.

to measure the component skills of

English for Migrant Students (ACER

referenced sub -tests of listenking,

developed in Australia that purports

English language is TEMS, Tests of .

477): TENS comprises 84 criterion-

speaking, reading an writing; each'

test designed to pinpoint just where non-native speakers are at. Kemp

(1980), in a detailed review of the TEMS program, writes:
.

In the'TEMS program; the statistical information is simple.
we can judge expected differences in the performances
of children vho have4een exposed to English for relatively
short or long terms. We can,judge wh4,ber items are
easy or difficult for native speakers as well as the non-
native. we can look Stpreciie diagnostic information
alongside a general achievement level.. we can find,out
from veryspecific information Nether our suspicions
about ESL children's confusion in pronouns or prepositions!'
active or passive .vice, tenses and to on,iare dell- founded
or not.

(Kemp :1980, rip. 44-45)

.
.

' .

ESL curriculum materials production
.;. . .

,
. .

. .

The Language Teaching Branch of the Commonwealth Department of

Education, under the child migrant education proyzam, has been active 4.ntneproduc.tion

of currifulum materials for second language learners during the past ten

years. These include Learning English in Australia, a course for ,

4

beginners aged 8-12 years. An on-going

the 100-unit course were distrputed to

are expected to be distributed in '1981.

produced by the Language Teaching Branch are the English Development

Materials which are desig ned for second-phase learners aged 10 to 16 years.

These materials,.cothprising the Transit series of Magazines with accompany-
.

ing teacher's notes and students' follow-up activities, are developed at

two levels -/Transit Green for upper primary and Transit Red forp.Secondary

students. Distribution commenced in 1978,and this also is al, on-going

project.

project, the first 20 units of

schools in 1974; units 61-,80

A second set of materials

4

9
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The most recent materials to be launched by-the Commonwealth

Department of Education is Origins (Language Teaching 6:ranch 1981), a

langLa /history kit-designed to aid the language devplopment of students

-English speaking migrant background experiencing difficulty with
,

the reading anewkiting demands of a subject like history. The-resource

kit comprises reading cards (arranged in units : Aborigines, Discovery,

convicts, E4ansion, Gold, Bushranger and Pioneers), charts, tapes,

student activities_anditeacher's manual. Initial reaction to Origins

from teachers has 1:,en highly-favoLirabie tending to support the expressed

Origihs should assist the second-phase learner towards a
greater competence in a wide range of language and
literaCy skills, and A the same time give an introduction,.
at least, to some important periods in early Australian
history. Even more significantly, it should serve to
promote:e911aboration between the ESL teacher and the
history teache*, breaking down curriculum barriers and
creating a greater'awareness both of the needs of the
second-phase learner and of the language elements
inherent in the discipline of history (Language Teaching.
Brandh 1981, p. 10).

g , hope of the developers that:

Bilingua/ readers .

. -

One set of Abstralian reading books recently published in Greek,

Italian, Turkish and English (with ano-textedition for other Y nNage

gropps).is dAtY Kids (Wilson 1978, 1979, 1980). Such books are designed

in palt to help children become literate in their first language, thus

facilitating the transfer to literacy in English. But as well they

wIlow children from non-English homes to share their books with their
4

parents. Reaction to these books by teachers and children has been very

favourable. Munro and Charnock (1979), in their debcription of the

materials, include a photograph of a child reading one

his surprised react4on to find the text was in Greek.

shows Greek, Italian and English editions of City Kids

children at a primary school.

Readability measurement in other languages

of the books and

Another photograph

being shared by

Klare (1%3) in his book on-readaality measurement commented that

"very little readability, research and formula development have taken p14ce
4 A

inother countries" (p. 98).' Reference was being made to the United States

but the comment-werdld appear still pertinent, today for the IJKRA publication

1 *.
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by Gilliland (1972) and Ha;,rison's (1980) recent 1.)ook, Readability in the

Classroom, make no reference to readability measurement of non-English A-
.

materials. y----

.Potsibly the measurement of text difficulty in other languages Is

not However, for the kinds of reasons

advanced in the first part'of this article, the challenge of making a

success of'a multicultural society in Australia would demand that_

developmental work be undertaken in this area.

A beginning has been made. The use of doze procedure with English

as a second language has been extensively investigated (Anderson 19%4

Modified forms of doze procedure with blanks of the same length as

deleted words were found feasible. (This has the advantage of allowing

doze test's to be m4dg RhotographicAlly, ther6by incorporating'such fctors

as size of type, illustrations and page layout into the estimate of
. .

1

readability). How to interpret ckoze readability scores is also reported.

Exploratory ex eriments in palay'and Mandarin ainese have also

been reported.by derson (1976). The results suggest that doze procedure

is an objective and reliable tool for ranking passage difficulty and

discriminating between student reading ability ih,these two languages. '

I

The use of doze procedure as an index of the readability of French

as a seconds language has been reported intwo detailed and extensive

reports (Kerr 1968, 1974).. In the first of these reports doze rankings

of French passages were compared saJ.th those of,experienced teachers.

Kerr concludes:

It appears from the results that doze procedure could.)
rank French passages in the same order, despite variations
in deletion frequencies, despite different.deletiog systems,'
despite almost entirelyindependent_sets of words deleted,
despite different scoring systems and despite different

r presentation, orders.
(Kerr l968, p. 70)

,The second report by Kerr (1974) confirmed the. findings 0f115-earper

study while exploring the use of numerical taxon in the assessment of

readability. Not only is this the first suci use numerical taxonomy,

this investigation represents the.most inte lme examination yet of doze

procedure with Frehch.

0
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Finally, brief mention Aught to Be made of a little-known .readability
:

formula published in a book with the same title as t he UKRA publitation.
5 d ...... .

by-Gilliland (1972). It's title - Lasbarhet :. is Swedish f'or readability.

Because the book is in Swedish moay'account for the fact that Lix (a sfiortened

,.

..

form of lasbarbetsindex or
."-

rdadability indexs_hardly_kh. _The_book,__

by BjOrnsson (1968) was published 14 years ago. It deserves to be brought

-
------

U
, 0 to the attention of teachers and researchers in other countries.

1'

4

Like 4any 'of the English readability formulae, Lix has two "gadtors ,

a wSrd and a sentence factor. The sentence factor is measured in the .

usual way by computing average sentence lengthen words. The wo d fact4; -

is vain the familiar, word length. Howevery, because. Lix measur s word

length without recourse to' linguistic' rules of syllabification, it appeared

to us at Flinders On-iverg-i-t-y-to-be-pot-entiaily-usetlit-aarimS languages

Indeed, preliminary experiments, reported %lsewhere (Anderson 1981).,

suggest that Lix may have useful application with French, German, ree

and English texts. word length is defined as the percentage of word

witH more thaksix letters. The Lix formula, very simply, is:.

'Lix = word length + sentence length

This formula may have ready application in the multicultural clastroom.

Facing the challenges

If the task o f maki9g a success of a multicaltural society depends

in partion the education system, then it is a joint responsibility of

sch04:,.teachers, students, teacher education institutions and professional

associations. Of the very many issues involved relating to curriculua,

to teacher education and developmen.t, to school and classroom organisation,
. .

the place of-language teaching and learning is central andithe reading or '

language teacher occupies a key role. The degree to which teachers are

e ipped By their backgiound'and training for the likely language problems

t . .

f the multicultural cltssroom is teen as,a major question. .
k

Other important questions identified are how to diagnose students in
.

need of special help, ,whether existing curriculum materialAare approj3riate
.."'"

for the needs of Vil learners, andiow adequate are current methods
.

for

assessing such aspects as the readability of reading materials, especially,

% fdr non-native speakers and for languages other than English. There areL

of course, many other issues besides these but these are-,the_ones that have _ ___I-

ti

' been addressed principally above: They are seen to be important, for

Australian classrooms. It wouldu, of interest to know if they were

important also for classrooms in this country.
-

r I
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